
Krushr Series
The compact Krushr Series with its modern and stylish 
design looks good in any commercial establishment. 
The K-Series also incorporates a dynamic can crush 
which compresses drinks cans and food tins to as little 
as a sixth of their original size. 

Key features
Disposal of all your recyclable plastics, food 
packaging waste, drinks cans, food tins, paper, 
card and glass - all in one convenient appliance

Optimised to encourage recycling by offering 
one-stop segregation of waste

Near silent 6000Nm linear motor ensures energy 
efficient and quiet operation

Unique compaction mechanisms allow storage of 
real world quantities of cans, tins, card, plastics and 
other packaging waste

Krushr’s ‘hypercrush’ compaction operation ensures 
permanent compression of plastics and card

All our products offer seamless and full under 
counter integration

Our range is designed with alternative 
combinations of functionality to address different 
municipal authority waste collection regimes

Stainless steel chassis ensures a rugged 
construction

Safety features including key lock

Start saving... 

By using an IMC Krusher Series compactor save  

On waste collection costs

On employee time due to less bin emptying

No unsightly mess or smells
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Why buy an 
IMC Krushr?
Are you amazed by the amount we all throw away each 
day? We are, and recycling is the answer!

Recognising that dealing with waste is an unavoidable 
nuisance, here at IMC we have spent many hours 
considering how to help and encourage you to 
increase your recycling rate.

The result is our award winning Recycling Compactor 
that has been designed to facilitate recycling whilst 
retaining the convenience of a traditional trash 
compactor. We have combined the opportunity to 
pre-sort waste with a compaction mechanism to make 
best use of available space.

At IMC we understand that as well as helping you 
recycle, a compactor needs to save you money. Not 
only do your customers want to see a clean and tidy 
environment, but you want the bar/kitchen to run 
efficiently. The Payback on a compactor is less than 3 
months on direct savings and 7 months purely on 
saved collection charges alone.

Did you know?
That everything you put into a traditional ‘rubbish 
compactor’ cannot be recycled due to the compaction 
force, contamination and the resultant difficulties when 
it comes to separating the waste for future reuse? IMC 
has overcome these issues by:

Offering appliances that allow you to sort and store 
your differing waste types at the point of disposal

Optimising our crushing mechanisms to maximise 
storage capacity without inhibiting separation of 
waste for future reuse. 

Control Panel

* image shown without door

Can crush Drawer

Can collection Drawer

Main compactor Silo/Bin

The IMC Krushr Series
 

Specification

Space Required (mm)

Actual Width with door (mm)

Depth (no door) (mm)

Depth (stainless steel door) (mm)

Height (min) (mm)

Height (max) (mm)

Weight (Kg)

Storage Capacity (ltrs)

Crushed Can Drawer (ltrs)

Equivalent Uncrushed  (ltrs)

Compaction Ratio

Can Crush

Electrical

Power

MC400
Single

Silo Compactor

 

400

398

560

580

810

895

47

55

N/A

219

4:1

N/A

240v 50Hz 1ph

180W 0.75A

MC400CC
Dual Compactor

with Can Crush

 

400

398

560

580

810

895

59

29

11

204

4:1

8:1

240v 50Hz 1ph

180W 0.75A

 

300

298

560

580

810

895

44

39

N/A

156

4:1

N/A

240v 50Hz 1ph

180W 0.75A

MC300
Single

Silo Compactor




